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Introduction
ServiceNow is one of the leading workflow systems for several areas in an organization. In addition, ServiceNow
grew in the field of Human Resources and has proven, that it can set standards. The HR Service Delivery (HRSD)
suite of ServiceNow includes several modules such as case and knowledge management, or performance
analytics and gained a leading edge on “platform play” by combining a professional service management suite,
action driven intranet and mobile portals, end-to-end process orchestration (“Workflow of Workflows”) with the
seamless integration into other service towers in the enterprise, including especially IT service management.
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As a substantial part of HR case work is related to

While these insights might not answer all questions,

document retrieval, creation and storage, it came

we aspire to give you a first indication when to

natural that ServiceNow offers a respective e-file

approach the Personnel File Solution via ServiceNow

extension. Their Electronic Document Management

EDM: Key indicators are if you need an affordable,

(EDM) solution offers organizations the option to

fast and easy way to roll out personnel files or if your

realize exactly this. Added in Fall 2019 in the HRSD

HR Services Profile means you invest way too much

Suite it is available just in time when physical document

time in document handling and generation.

contact is seen as to be avoided—this POV is dealing
with the experience of the first implementations and
trying to give some perspective about if and how to
pragmatically phase this into the IT service architecture.
Expect some insights on:
• Background: Where we see the current evolution of
personnel files and how they blend into the big picture
of the HR trends.
• Relation: How to position ServiceNow EDM with relation to
other established vendors in the market.
• Innovation: Understanding the unique approach
ServiceNow applied to reinvent document management
from a service perspective.
• Skeumorphism: Our simple solution to add a “downwards
user compatible” layer to mimic the classic enterprise
document management behaviours.

ServiceNow’s EDM solution turned out to be a very
good base to build up a digital document management
integrated in your HR workflows. Even the areas where
customers demanded more features could be covered
using the strength of the low code / no code platform
strengths. This concerns the visualization of structure
in the personnel file and the ability to transparently
handle access right separation to files between shared
service centers and legal entities in companies.
Those developments led us to the introduction of our
EDM+ which will be described at the end of this POV.
EDM+ has been implemented already within the first
EDM roll-out project in Germany for an international
industry cooperation including several entities to consider.
The successful go live has proven that the combination
of ServiceNow’s product management and Deloitte’s
project innovations can make EDM become a very useful
tool to save costs, enhance user ergonomics and get a
motivation to finally digitize all file related documents.

What is it about?
Current document management approaches in a nutshell and why digital document
management systems haven’t been a widely adopted success until today.
Taking care of the employee file is one of the core duties of

The solution approaches which we currently see in

an HR department and comes with strict legal requirements

organizations, are thought and developed from a document

and regulations—which even differ from country to

perspective only. Even current digital EDM solutions have

country. Within this point of view, the term document

the document itself and associated legal requirements

management summarizes all activities and duties around

in the center of their concepts and not the people using

storing, organizing, supplying, accessing, cleaning, producing,

those documents or the (HR) processes the document is

purging etc. including following of legal requirements.

running through. As these solutions are not well integrated

We recognized that not all organizations are able to
follow legal requirements completely. Especially if there
is still a purely paper-based solution implemented in an
organization, which includes typically classic archives
in storage rooms. This time-consuming solution is
imposing quality risks and frustrations for users as
well as a feeling of nontransparency by employees.
Often the paper archives are mixed with some digital
files in classic filestores or Sharepoints on the one hand
and first complete digital solutions which are normally
realized with additional IT tools besides all the others
HR is using, such as OpenText or Documentum. Here
either some basic, easy document storage is used,
but lacks automation for document handling, or a full
blown enterprise document management system with

into the HR workflows and services and showing a notable
lack of usability and several media breaks, as well they are
often not fully rolled out into an organization. There are
some additional reasons, why digital document solutions
didn’t have a full-scale breakthrough until today. Especially
in Germany, digital signatures haven’t been accepted
or were not considered as legally binding (even if this
had been cleared by government regulation already).
This was the cause why documents were still printed,
signed via hand (and probably scanned afterwards if
a full digital document solution has been in place).
This reduced efficiency of all related processes and the
hurdles to discuss these prior to make a high investment
for classic EDM solutions did not create an environment
where such projects had been greenlighted.

its own workflows and access right management is

Exactly in the moment when the covid pandemic created

required to be managed and integrated into HR work.

a mindset where fully digitized solutions including
digital signatures became acceptable, ServiceNow
brings a new perspective into the world of document
management approaches with its EDM solution.
Invented from scratch by the workflow oriented HR BU
team the ServiceNow EDM module had been developed
from a workflow and HR process perspective which is
a kind of game changer in the way HR organizations
will fulfill and organize all duties regarding document
management. The inherent improvement of efficiency
and user experience makes it highly attractive.

Therefore, we see ServiceNow’s
current development as a highly
interesting starting point for
initially digitizing employee files.

The employee
The
business
file in context
challenge
with current
HR trends

For more than 10 years, Deloitte is conducting the HR Trends
Survey and publishing the HR Trends Report. In the past HR
was not known for setting and driving trends and being in
the lead for organizational modernization. During the past
10 years, the value and understanding of HR in a greater

In 2020 and 2021, COVID-19 also changed the pressure

context changed dramatically. It shifted from HR purely

on digitalization and heavily challenged the remaining

being focused on administrative tasks to HR taking over the

resistance against letting old habits go. Companies became

lead in influencing the organization as an entirety and the

bolder in orchestrating work throughout the organization.

way of how work is interpreted and lived in the organization.

To seize this opportunity, HR needs to reorient its mission

HR trends such as considering employees as customers,
the increasing importance of people development, flexible

by taking the lead in re-architecting work and re-imaging
the workforce along with the workplace, accordingly.

work structures, job mobility, knowledge management are

Despite these trends and drivers—can HR fulfill

well known. Today, this HR trends are considered to underly

this role while still having old-fashioned processes

a strong influence of digitization. Enabling technologies

and structures still in place? It cannot—not when

are one of the most important drivers of company value,

organizations don’t consider changing the following:

as the world gets more technology driven. From an HR

To fully leverage the benefits of digitalization, as well as

perspective, this means not only moving HCM systems into

taking over a leading role in reshaping the organization,

the cloud or implementing a ticketing system for HR shared

HR needs to adapt its own organization first.

services. It means realized human experience platforms
and unified engagement platforms in order to enhance
employee and a consistent modern workforce experience.

On that account, the employee file is an excellent
showcase why HR organizations are gaining ability to
finally change fundamentally at this moment. Taking

This transformative trend is a combination of several

care of the employee file is one of the core duties of

relevant factors. While digitization and the tendency

HR. The employee file includes sensitive and personal

for automation are an important driver, they need

information, such as salary details, contracts, certificates.

to be connected to and combined with employee

It serves as a document collection and archive. The

experience and employee engagement drivers.

employee file comes with strict legal requirements

76 percent of asked HR managers are expecting growing

and regulations for deletions of documents.

importance of automatization in their HR organizations.

Our experience shows that a minority of organizations can

56 percent of those HR managers state that automations

follow those regulations with their current employee file

are used to increase productivity. They also regard

technologies. It is either purely paper based, on simple

increasing HR portal investments and mobile technology

file explorer solutions on share points or in additional and

rollouts as a key enrichment of employee experience.

separated IT tools, which often forces HR agents to save

These enables employees to access and edit their

documents locally before moving them into the respective

personal and work data flexible on their mobile phone,

personnel file. However oftentimes these technologies

laying the ground for the workforce of tomorrow.

are a mix of digital and paper-based employee files.

Notably, about 30 percent of
the administrative HR workload
is used for document handling
due to lack of automation.
In particular, media breaks between digital and paper-based

Intrinsically, the cutting-edge employee file is digital. Bearing

employee file technologies are time consuming. This poses

employee experience in mind, a one-stop-shop solution,

a quality risk and is often times frustrating for users.

which encompasses a ticketing system, knowledge base, and

In addition to these operational disadvantages, the

the employee file is the ideal solution. A more widely unified
engagement platform integrates workflows and seamless

currently dominant document storages pose a huge

processes without media breaks, offers employee portals, and

burden for reorganizations, mergers and acquisitions

can integrate the employee file, as well as practical file structures

and divestments, which often require almost a
disentanglement of a complicated infrastructure and

and search functionalities adhering to legal regulations.

assets across several digital systems and filing cabinets.

The bottom line is that the employee file proves to have great

Besides the strong impact for HR, the employee file is

impact on employee experience. One way of transforming

affecting the employee and managers, as well. Considering
that current processes regarding accessing the employee
file are mostly not transparent and impractical, employees
are often left in the dark and spend time and energy on
solving the logistical riddle posed to them. What should
not be forgotten: Inefficiencies in the personnel file
handling ultimately cause unnecessary efforts and costs

old-fashioned and not transparent practices to cutting-edge
standards can be achieved through integrating the employee
file into HR service portals with easy access. This allows
smooth provision and handling of employee documents
with granting full transparency to employees. In countries
like Germany, in which an employee has the right by law to
access the employee file at any time, it is also the easiest way

at the line organizations in business and do not help

to fulfill legal needs without additional workload for HR.

with employee retention as they add up to frustration.

These merely summarize some examples showing

In essence, the employee file holds many opportunities of

how important the employee file is in context of

enhancing efficiencies and employee experience as being
one of the big levers in context of the outlined HR trends.

GENERAL TECH TRENDS

current HR trends, proving that it is worth it to have
a deeper look in this underestimated topic.

HR TECH TRENDS

HUMAN CAPITAL TRENDS

Macro technology forces
related to human capital

Unified engagement platform

Superteam: Putting AI in the group

Drive consistent, modern

AI has finally left the realm of science

• Enablers: digital experience,

workforce experience.

fiction to become a clear rand

analytics, cloud

• Foundation: business of technology,
risk, core modernization

• Disruptors: digital reality, cognitive
• Horizon next: exponential
intelligence, ambient experience

Human experience platforms
Advanced technologies make it
possible to customize technology
to enhance the human experience,
even tailoring technology to read and
meet people’s emotional needs.

Personalization

present organizational priority.

Through advanced technologies

Knowledge management

provides a high touch,

Knowledge no longer sits in databases

consumer-grade experience.

waiting to be accessed but flows

Predictive analytics
Allow HR and business leaders to
make informed data-drived decisions.

Machine learning/AI
Streamline HR operations and improve
employees’ ease of transacting.

dynamically across the digital
communications channels that now
define working relationships.

Designing work for well-being
Employees with higher well-being are more
likely to feel engaged at work, enjoy their
work, and recommend their organization.

Measuring workforce strategies
The demand for new workforce
insights is reaching new heights,
and it is nearly universal.

ServiceNow’s
Employee Document
Management (EDM)
Employee Document Management (EDM)
allows for streamlined document requests and
effortless document handling. Being a part of
the ServiceNow HRSD module, EDM integrates
smoothly into the functions and design.

There are key features, that one finds
in ServiceNow’s out-of-the-box EDM:
1. Document types
Every document belongs to one document type. Most

ServiceNow did consequently rethink EDM from

of the following settings depend on document type

a case management and HR process perspective

in combination with filters on the HR profile such as

first. Result is an EDM implementation that puts

“Country”. This is done via a concept widely used in the

document creation, change and retrieval via HR

HR case management module already (“HR Criteria”)

cases into the focus and documents these tightly.

2. Retention policies

Additionally EDM as well fulfills the basic needs

Specify the time period for each document type

for storage of documents, with adherence to

to be retained. Specify multiple retention policies

legal and compliance requirements. It comes in

with document type conditions to ensure different

a quite competitive license uplift when having

user attributes, such as geographic location.

implemented HR case management, already.

3. Legal hold

Out-of-the-box functionalities, allow for efficiently

Apply a legal hold to a document type or employee to

supporting the organization in document

automatically suspend the corresponding document

handling through introducing automated

retention policy. A document record on legal hold

document purging and placing legal holds.

cannot be updated and will not be purged.
4. Employee access
Employee access to documents can be enabled per
document type. If enabled, employees can easily access
documents of this type on their profile. They have the
ability to view and download these documents as required,
without the need for work to be performed by HR.
5. Security policies
Easily configure read and write access to documents,
by document type, to control access. Security policies
can control purge approval and set user groups
required to authenticate purging documents.
6. Bulk document upload
Import documents in bulk from third‑party
cloud solutions or local file systems.
7. Audit trail
View a complete audit on each employee
document from creation or upload in the
system to the time it is purged.
(*https://www.servicenow.com/products/
hr-doc-management.html)

Ensures access to documents for

Create, manage, send, archive,

HR and employees

and purge documents

EDM is a natural component of the

Include digital documents in the whole

Now HR service delivery

HR service delivery (Service Centers and Tier 3)

Document flows managed around
HR services, defined roles and processes

When already having licensed ServiceNow HRSD, it is
possible for both—employees and HR staff—to access
the employee’s documents. Employees can access
their employee documents via the Employee Service
Center (ESC). A list of all documents appears in their
profile under “My Documents” with the possibility to
search for documents in a full text search field and
being able to view the “created date”. The employee
can open and download documents from this view.

HR staff on the other side has a variety of options
to work with employee documents in ServiceNow.

1

Firstly, HR staff can access a list of all employee documents
which are being made available. In this table, HR staff can
read and work on employee documents, such as uploading
new documents, downloading, or deleting documents.
(https://community.servicenow.com/community?id=community_blog&sys_id=65e96e3adbe7c4542be0a851ca96195b)

2

Another way is via working on an individual employee within
the HR Profile. Here, a table view of all available employee
documents can be found. The standard EDM functionality
classifies the employee documents by the defined case logic
of the HR case management, HR Service structure in place.

3

Moreover, HR staff can process employee documents
in HR cases into the employee document file of the
respective employee. This interface between HR case
management and EDM makes smooth and efficient
document management possible.
(*https://docs.servicenow.com/bundle/quebec-employee-service-management/page/
product/human-resources/concept/agent-ws-hr-edm.html)

Where did we find
need for extension?
We did find three areas where we had to extend EDM:
The visualization when not accessing
EDM from an HR Case perspective but
from a pure document management
perspective is purely database-style with
tables and filters, while users expect
folders. Missing this feature reduces the
acceptance for this solution with users
outside the pure case-driven HR agents.

Because of these three findings, initially
the client stated that the structure does
not fit to a classic employee file HR was
using over decades—even though the
rest of the features was nearly perfect.
As such, it would be more complex to
adjust to the out-of-box structure. The
need of a more traditional structure

The access right structure—as well as
in the HR case management—does not
easily support to separate access rights for
different shared service centers, countries.

The e-file does not support separation of
files dependent on different employments.
This is needed if employees are being
transferred between legal entities in
the company and becomes critical in
global mobility cases where employees
need an e-file in the home country
as well as in the host country.

and another view of documents within
the employee file was clearly raised.

Deloitte’s EDM+ in a nutshell
As we do believe that the identified gaps are of a universal nature, we did package
our recent project innovations into a prepackaged solution we call EDM+.
Applying this makes EDM a perfect and comparatively affordable match for any company
that has ServiceNow HRSD in place, but misses an overall digital employee file.
Its modules are:

1. Folder structure
The out-of-box functionality navigates around the

As a simple side effect it is even possible to assign

HR Service structure implemented—but an HR

a document type to more than one folder—hence

services does not necessarily “fit” into the structure

the same document can appear in more than one

of a typical HR document structure. For some HR

folder, which often simplifies document retrieval.

services, there is simply another use to them. For

Guiding questions in support of

others, different entry channels are used. Some

developing the new folder structure

HR Services are exclusively used for information

comprise questions, such as:

exchange. Hence, a new folder structure with an
addition to the as-is HR service structure was built.

• Which documents are currently in place?

But instead of mimicking the often chaotic and

• Which documents are their own
document type?

compromised file system folder structure, we
developed a rather skeumorphic approach:

• Which documents share a document type?

we sort the document types into folders. As

• Which folder structure(-s) exist for

documents are assigned to document types they

the document type?

are automatically placed in the right folder(s).

• Which documents belonging together?

To keep it simple and performing thee EDM+
folder structure is limited to three layers:
Level 1, Level 2 and the Document Type.
An exemplary structure may look like the following:
• Level 1: Contract Information
• Level 2: Employment Contract
• Document Type: Contract Offer

Case management
structure

EDM structure

E-file view

Document type
HR
Service
Topic Detail

Topic detail

Security policy

Retention policies

Folder
structure*

Topic Category

HR Area

Topic category

Read

Write

Purge

Retention

HR Criteria or

Auth

period

doc conditions

*this JAD

2. Multiple folders/
e-files for employees
When an employee moves jobs between entities
of a holding organization, EDM+ offers multiple
e-files/ folders for employees. Owing to the
fact that employee documents have different
purging regulations, e.g., pharma, employee
documents need to be allocated to a legal entity.
Furthermore, having the opportunity to store
documents logically in multiple e-files/ folders
enhances transparency and easiness to work.

3. Multi SSC
domain support

5. Access request
workflows

Deloitte extended a model we use in our

In case the organization would like to govern

ServiceNow HRSD implementations since it

the employees or managers access to the

takes years to also separate e-files between

e-file, EDM+ has multiple access request

“SSC Domains”. This model links the legal

workflows prepared. If activated accessing

entities in the HR profile to a “Shared Service

documents for anyone outside of the

Center Domain”. Users in this domain only have

organization, the HR agents must be requested

access to data belonging to the associated

in the Employee Service Center. Then the

legal entities. This affects EDM as well.

request is handled by an approval workflow

In the case that an employee becomes an
expat and receives employee documents

configured in the ServiceNow flow designer.

e-files/ folders for multiple Shared Service

6. The look and
feel of EDM

Center Domains of various countries.

EDM+ in comparison to the out-of-the-box

from another entity which is in another
“SSC Domain”, EDM+ provides multiple

solution provides a whole other look and

4. Enhanced move file
from case to EDM
Being able to move employee documents
from a HR Case to the employee file is a
feature that exists in the out-of-the-box EDM
solution. Nonetheless, this logic is based on
the HR Service structure, on which EDM is
based. The EDM+ move employee documents
from a HR Case to the employee file solution
allows additionally to find the target document
type in the EDM+ folder structure (level 1,
level 2, document type) that is in place.

feel to the employee file in the Employee
Service Center and in the HR Profile in the
agent workspace. The new functionality, which
is comprised in widgets, reflects all above
mentioned points in a concise table structure.
If multiple e-files/ folders are available, a
specific one may be selected—whether it is
in different Shared Service Center domains
or in different companies. One can also view
the entire folder structure. By clicking on the
different structure levels, documents belonging
to only the respective level open in a table view.
Another feature allows uploading or requesting
to upload new documents to the employee file.
What comes in especially handy is a preview
functionality. When being in the employee
file, it is possible to preview a document in a
new tab without having to download it first.
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